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Kansas City, MO
໋ዝਾුຯ
Kansas City, Missouri state (MO) is the sister city of
Xi'an, China.
ࠛᔚ᧗ࢷ܂ᖼளۢ֗ᬏ᜵ᄵ᜵߷࣊௧࣊ۢݸݾǍ
Kansas City, MO is the 29th largest metropolitan area
in the U.S. with about 2.1million people living in 18
counties on the border of Missouri and Kansas states,
mid-west of the U.S.
Kansas City has more fountains than any other city in
the world, except for Rome. More than 200 fountains
flow here. The city is located where the Kansas and
Missouri rivers meet and in early days many people
arrived in Kansas City by steamboat to begin their
overland journeys west. The city is also famous for its
jazz music which has been a staple of the KC music
scene since the 1920s as well as the barbecue culture.
It is reported that KC has more barbecue restaurants
per capita than any other city in the nation.
ࠛ ᔚ ᧗ ࢷ  ܂ᖼ ள ۢ ͯ ̆ Ꮏ  ˗ ڎ᜵ ᦊἻ  گᗀ ̆
ࠛ ᔚ ᧗ ࢷ ֗  ܂ᖼ ள ࢷ ᄊ  ႍἻ С ద 18 ˔ ԞἻ
̄ᄈʷӡʺ̡Ἳ௧Ꮏڎኄ̄ӡ˵ܸۢ࣊Ǎᄱඋ
ˇႍХ̵ۢ࣊Ἳ܂ᖼளۢԻᑟ௧ᬔᎭᯱܱۢવద
إతܳᄊۢ࣊Ǎᡔ 200 ऐإืፃ̆Ǎ܂
ᖼள্ۢࠛښܫݞᔚ᧗ෲἻொరἻ̡ܳ˲گ
ᗢුᓕખ܂ᖼளἻႀन̵̓ݽᄊ᜵ᦊनԧ˨
Ǎᒭʽˇጢ̄ӡࣲ̽̿Ἳྗ˭ܣʷᄰ௧܂ᖼ
ளᮃ˭ᄊʷܸྲᓤǍᄰ҂̭ܹἻᤈऐۢ࣊˷ྗڂ
֗˭ܣདྷཐӑᏫՐ̆ˇἻదઑ᥋᛫Ἳᄱඋ
ᎿڎХ̵ۢ࣊Ἳ܂ᖼள̡ۢکવదఞܳᄊདྷཐᯀ
ԊǍ

The Nelson Atkins Museum of Art, located in Kansas
City, MO, has the third largest Chinese art collection in
the U.S.
گᗀ܂ښᖼளۢᄊ Nelson Atkinson Ӱྭᯞᜂଆ˞
ЛᎿኄʼͯવదతܳ˗ڎᓨషֶஆᘩᄊӰྭᯞǍ
Also home to the KC animal health corridor, the
Greater KC area is the national leader in the animal
health and nutrition industry.
܂ᖼளүྭӼၷگᗀ̆܂ᖼளۢἻښүྭӼ
ၷ֗۲ᐲ̗ˊவ᭧Ἳܸ܂ᖼளڡӝښЛᎿՐѵҒ
ᔷǍ
KC was named among the "top 12 cities in the world
to watch for innovation" by Fast Company magazine,
keeping company with Beijing, Abu Dubai, Calgary,
Moscow, Seattle, and Barcelona to name a few. It was
also ranked the second best city in the U.S. for young
entrepreneurs by Under30CEO.com.
ᜂ Fast Company* ాঃក˞ښѹழவ᭧þЛˇႍ
తЦᠶভᄊ 12 ऐۢ࣊˨ʷÿἻХ̵४҂ᮊ
ក͉ᄊۢ࣊దἻӒ̛ἻᤔἻӵ࠷ҫ᧗Ἳᖆள
ሙἻ᜵ᬶ܋ࣅ֗ڏᎭᥧǍ܂ᖼளښǒOver 30
CEOǓాঃកᤥᄊЛᎿతᤠՌ᭟ࣲѹˊᏨۢ࣊ଆ
Ր˗ѵኄʼͯǍ

A UNIVERSE of KNOWLEDGE in a CITY of OPPORTUNITY
Ѝ໘అਦ֗᥅ᄊۢ࣊
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About Kansas City, MO
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໋ዝਾුຯఁට
Famous People in Kansas City, MO
• Edgar Snow, the famous American journalist known for his books and articles
about the Chinese Communist revolution, was born in Kansas City in 1905.
He is best known for Red Star Over China (1937) an account of the Chinese
communist movement from its founding until the late 1930s.
• ۠ॴҫ • ளឳἷ1905 ࣲѣၷ̆܂ᖼளۢἸ௧ᗃՐᄊᎿڎᝮᏨἻڂઑ᥋Ἳ
୩и˗ڎ᭩֑ᄊቦ֗˺ዚᏫՐἻਫ਼ᗃదǒ᜵ᛡᝮǓἻ˟᜶̮ፁ
̀˗ڎᄊС̗˟˧ᤂү̰មၷ҂ʽˇጢʼӡࣲ̽ఴᄊԧ࡙ፃǍ
• The Edgar Snow Memorial Foundation and the Edgar Snow Memorial
Reading Room are located at UMKC. The Edgar Snow Symposium is conducted
once every two years by Beijing University, China People to People Association
and UMKC.
• ۠ॴҫ • ளឳጢঐ۳֗ጢঐࠉگᗀ̆ࠛᔚ᧗ܸߦ - ܂ᖼளἷእ
ሦþUMKCÿἸಣڇЯǍ۠ॴҫ • ளឳ˄ᮥᝧ͘ႀӒ̛ܸߦἻ˗̡ڎ
ඟԤݞө֗͘ UMKC ඈːࣲᐏՌˡҩʷǍ
• Harry S. Truman, U.S. 33rd President, studied for two years toward a law
degree at the Kansas City Law School (now the University of Missouri-Kansas
City School of Law) in the early 1920s.
• Ꮏڎኄʼӡʼ͊ፒొ᱕᫃ЏၷἻఢښʽˇጢ 20 ࣲ̽ொర܂ښᖼள
ขߦᬓἷဘ˞ UMKC ขߦᬓἸߦ˸ข॥Ǎ
• Dr. Mark Funkhouser, the former mayor of Kansas City, MO, obtained his
Ph.D. from the UMKC Bloch School of Management.
• ࠛᔚ᧗ࢷ܂ᖼளۢҒ࣊᫂ Mark Funkhouser Ӱ ښܣUMKC ࣋ҷБኮေ
ߦᬓԩ४ӰͯߦܣǍ
• Henry W. Bloch is one of the world's greatest entrepreneurs and the cofounder of tax empire H&R Block.
• ЛုతܸᄊሰҬҬНՃ H&R Block НՃᄊᐏՌѹ̡ݽἻЛုతౕѣ
ᄊѹˊᏨ˨ʷἻ̘Ѿ . ࣋ҷБǍ
• Walter Elias Disney is co-founder of Walt Disney Productions, which later
became one of the best-known motion picture producers in the world. He
studied at the College of Arts and Sciences at UMKC.
• Өྲ • ᤔ֗ࡉܣХЌว͏ • ᤔࡉܣʷՏѹҩ̀ˇႍᗃՐᄊӨྲᤔܣ
ࡉНՃǍ̵ఢፃ ښUMKC ᄊᓨషˁሙߦߦᬓߦ˸Ǎ
• Esther L. George is president and chief executive officer of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas City and a member of the Federal Open Market
Committee, which has authority over U.S. monetary policy. She got her
MBA degree from the Henry W. Bloch School of Management, University of
Missouri-Kansas City.
• Esther L. George ௧Ꮏڎᐏᥨϲܬᩐᛡἷ܂ᖼளἸᄊ˟ࣞ֗ CEOἻ Տ
Ъ͊Ꮏᐏϲनஊ࣊ނڤր͘ᄊނրἻសނր͘ଂኮᎿڎᄊࣉኖǍ
 ښݝUMKC ᄊ࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓԩ४ MBA ߦͯǍ
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Welcome to
the University of Missouri-Kansas City

࣌ᆓઠڟெࡔ໋ٷბ . ਾුຯ
The University of Missouri - Kansas City (UMKC) is located in Kansas
City, MO. It is the largest urban research public university in Kansas City.
UMKC is accredited by the Education Minister of China.
Ꮏࠛڎᔚ᧗ܸߦú܂ᖼளۢ ( እሦþUMKCÿ) گᗀ̆Ꮏࠛڎ
ᔚ᧗ࢷ܂ᖼளۢǍݝ௧܂ᖼளۢЯతܸᄊНቡᆑቃߦܸیǍ
UMKC ௧˗ڎஔᐲᦊᝣԻᄊᎿߦܸڎǍ
UMKC is one of four universities within the UM (University of Missouri)
system. The others are University of Missouri (MU), University of
Missouri-St. Louis (UMSL), and University of Missouri–Science and
Technology. The University of Missouri is among the Top 61 public
listed universities and a member of AAU (Association of American
Universities). The University of Missouri has been listed among the elite
"Public Ivies".
UMKC ௧ UMἷࠛᔚ᧗ܸߦἸʹጇЯᄊ 4 ਫ਼ܸߦ˨ʷǍԳܱʼਫ਼
௧ࠛᔚ᧗ܸߦú͠උ̎Ἳࠛᔚ᧗ܸߦúڙள֗ࠛᔚ᧗ေ
ࢺܸߦǍࠛᔚ᧗ܸߦ௧Ꮏ ڎ61 ਫ਼ᮇ࠹ᆑቃ˨ߦܸیʷἷAAU ੇ
րಣἸἻጉదþНቡᘮՐಣÿᄊᎿǍ
The UMKC is home to 12 schools, including Henry W. Bloch School
of Management, College of Arts & Science, Conservatory of Music
and Dance, School of Biological Sciences, School of Computing and
Engineering, School of Dentistry, School of Education, School of Law,
School of Medicine, School of Nursing, School of Pharmacy and School
of Graduate Studies.
UMKC વద 12 ਫ਼ߦᬓἻѬѿ௧Ἳ࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓἻေߦᬓἻ
ᮃ˭ᓂᢜߦᬓἻၷྭሙߦߦᬓἻᝠካˁࢺሮߦᬓἻྥሙߦᬓἻ
ஔᐲߦᬓἻขߦᬓἻӞߦᬓἻઐေߦᬓἻᕲྭߦᬓ֗ᆑቃၷߦᬓǍ
UMKC enrolls 15,500 students from all 50 states and 62 countries
around the world.
UMKC ̰ЛᎿ 50 ˔ࢷԣЛု 62 ˔ࠒڎરஆ̀ʷʺ̋Ӣ̋ᄈՐ
ߦၷǍ

Welcome to University of Missouri - Kansas City!
ൔᤁ҂Ꮏࠛڎᔚ᧗ܸߦú܂ᖼளۢἰ
UMKC has a strong link to some of the largest enterprises in
the world, which are originally from Kansas City: H&R Block,
the largest tax preparation company in the U.S.; Hallmark
Cards, the world's largest greeting card company; Garmin,
world-wide distributor of GPS and innovative technology;
and the Kauffman Foundation, the world's largest foundation
devoted to entrepreneurship.
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UMKC ֗ਫ਼ښᇫӝТጇࠛѭǍХ֗ԧູ̆܂ᖼளۢἻ
ࣃ̭ݠԧ࡙ੇᛡˊࢽ݀ᄊ͍ˊ֗ఞదᅌጋࠛᐏጇἻ
උݠὉे̭ЛᎿతܸᄊሰҬНՃἻH&R BlockἻˇႍతܸ
ᄊᠡӵ҄ᤵНՃἻᡊడᠡӵἻˇႍʽతܸᄊЛုࠀͯጇ
ፒ҄ᤵἻΈ̿ԣЛᎿၵᒰ௧Лˇႍతܸᄊᴂҵѹˊ
ᄊᏦܻడ۳Ǎ

About
the Henry W. Bloch School of Management

࠲ᇀ࢘૧  քહਖ਼࠶ბᇾ
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bloch is an AACSB accredited business school.
ᖍ४Ꮏ ڎAACSB ᝣᄊߦᬓ
Bloch was founded in 1953.
ੇቡ̆ 1953 ࣲ
Bloch was endowed by Henry W. Bloch (co-founder, H&R Block) in 1986, who made his fortune in tax preparation.
1986 ࣲ̿ЛᎿతܸሰҬНՃ H&R Block ᄊѹ ̡ݽHenry W. Bloch ᄊՐߚ֑Ր
Henry W. Bloch recently gave a $32 million gift for an innovative, state-of-the-art building to house Bloch School' s
entrepreneurship, graduate and executive programs (opening 2013)
• ̘Ѿ . ࣋ҷБЏၷՔ࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓ૬ᡃ̀ʼӢːᄈʺᎿЋၹ̆थʷ˔ࠝదѹਓ֗ᓨషඡ᠏ᄊᆑቃၷ
ஔᐲ֗ᝫ۳ڡǍ

Our China Vision
Our vision is to nurture the next generation of entrepreneurial
and innovative leaders for China through scientific management
education to serve in the private, public, profit and nonprofit
enterprises and to promote U.S. China relations and people-topeople friendship.

ᆸඣࡼᒦਪᏒஶ

ᤰሙߦኮေஔᐲἻ˞˗ڎᄊሓ̡͍ˊ֗ऊ᭤ᖹѾἻ
۲Щழʷ̽ѹழ̡ی੦ἻࣳΨᤉ˗ᎿːڎТጇ֗˗Ꮏː̡ڎ
ඟᄊԤែǍ

Specialization
The Bloch School is one of very few business schools that
integrates public administration with business administration,
and infuses an entrepreneurial mindset within students across
all business disciplines.

ᆸඣࡼᄂ࢛

࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓ௧࠶࠲ߦᬓ֗НСኮေߦᬓՌ̄˞ʷᄊߦᬓἻ
˞ښሓ̡͍ˊ֗ऊ᭤ᖹѾ۲Щѹˊیᮗ̡੦Ǎ
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• The Bloch School is home to more than 60 full and part-time world-class faculty
including Ph.D.s from Harvard, Cambridge, Yale, Cornell, Virginia and other top
Universities as well as the No. 1 scholar in the world for innovation management. All
full-time tenured faculty have Ph.D. degrees.
• ࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓવదᡔ 60 ՐЛုᅼՐஔ૿ἻХ˗ӊᒭֻͺܸߦἻ
ҔೄܸߦἻᐁ᱕ܸߦἻक݊࠷ܸߦἻऴՍࡉܸ̎ߦ֗Х̵ˇႍᮇ࠹ܸߦᄊஔ
૿֗ˇႍኄʷᄊѹழኮေߦᏨǍਫ਼దЛᐌஔ૿ᦐવదӰͯߦܣǍ
• Bloch is accredited by both AACSB (Association to Advance Collegiate Schools
of Business) and NASPAA (National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and
Administration) - only 15% of U.S. business schools have this accreditation.
• ࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓᖍ४̀ AACSB ֗ NASPAA ᄊᝣԻǍЛᎿߦᬓ˗̩ద
15% ४҂̀ AACSB ᄊᝣԻǍ
• Both the graduate and undergraduate programs in entrepreneurship in the
Bloch School's Department of Global Entrepreneurship and Innovation are ranked
among the top 25 in the nation by Princeton Review, making UMKC one of only 11
universities in the country to have both programs in this ranking.
In addition, because of the department faculty's prolific research, UMKC is ranked No.
I in the world for innovation management research in a study appearing in the Journal

of Product Innovation Management.
• ಪతழᄊ <Princeton Review> ଆՐἻ࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓѹˊˁѹழ˗ॷ
(IEI) ᄊవሙˁᆰܣᄊѹˊஔᐲඵюଆՐͯکѵЛᎿҒ 25 ͯǍUMKC ௧
ЛᎿ̩దᄊ 11 ਫ਼ᑟښవሙ֗ᆰܣஔᐲඵюଆՐکᤉКҒ 25 Րᄊܸߦ˨ʷǍ
ᬔ˨ܱἻ ˞ڂIEI ˘ᆰᄊᆑቃੇ౧Ἳಪ <Journal of Production Innovation
Management> ଆՐἻUMKC ښѹழኮေᮗ۫ᄊᆑቃඵюՐѵˇႍኄʷǍ
• The Institute for Entrepreneurship and Innovation (IEI) was recognized with two
international awards from the Global Consortium of Entrepreneurship Centers
(GCEC), including "Exceptional Activities in Entrepreneurship Across Disciplines" and
"Outstanding Contributions to Enterprise Creation".
The undergraduate entrepreneurship program was also ranked among the top 26
model programs in the nation by Entrepreneuredu.org. The Institute is home to Dr.
Michael Song, the No. 1 innovation management scholar in the world.
• ࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓᄊѹˊˁѹழߦᬓἷእሦ "IEI"Ἰᖍ४Лုѹˊ˗ॷᐏᄪ
ἷGCECἸᮒԧᄊːᮊڎᬅݒᮊἻþᡵߦሙѹˊஔᐲ͖ሒݒÿ֗þ͍ˊᤵࡃ
ౕѣ᠈ݒÿǍᜂ Entrepreneuredu.org កᤥ˞ЛᎿత͖ሒᄊ 26 ˔ѹˊҧᰴ
ஔᐲᇨᔵᮊᄬ˨ʷǍᏫ˅ἻIEI વదˇႍኄʷᄊѹழኮေߦᏨ Michael Song ӰܣǍ

Points of Prides

்ڦঐӍ
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Nurturing the
next generation
of entrepreneurial
leadership

ಢᄢظᄽ႙ଶ
ڞට֍
The Henr y W. Bloch School of Management is one of the
few business schools to combine both business and public
administration. It is designed to nurture students in for profit/private
companies, government or nonprofit organizations by fostering an
entrepreneurial mindset regardless of academic discipline. Whether
studying accounting, finance or management, we want our students
to be not only entrepreneurial, but we want them to process other
fundamental aspects of a global leader.
We think this talent comes in a "T" shape. You may be majoring in
accounting, finance or management vertically, but horizontally you can
be an entrepreneurial leader in your field by learning an international
perspective and vision, team spirit and creative thinking.
Products and services of today are no longer constrained to a single
country. They move from headquarters to their global corporate

Student Services at the Bloch School
ݚಏయಯኧᏔኧညॲᇗێ၀
The Student Services Office is a one-stop office for Bloch School
students to help our students succeed and graduate. Staff in Student
Services advise on course scheduling, provide counseling to graduate
and undergraduate students, and help students find other resources
based on their needs.
Student Services handles all graduate admissions to the Bloch School.
Additionally, staff help in all other areas of student mentoring and
advisement.
ߦၷҬҩНࠉ௧᭧Ք࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓߦၷᄊʷባरҬҩ
НࠉἻन࡙ʷጇѵࢺͻἻࣟښҰߦၷ߹ੇߦˊᮋѾඌˊǍ
សҩНࠉՏࣟҰవሙၷ֗ᆑቃၷᤉᛡិሮ߷ଆࣳଢΙХ̵
֧វἻӊࡃˊ֗ࠄ˸֧វǍߦၷҬҩНࠉܫေ࣋ҷБኮ
ေߦᬓਫ਼దᄊᆑቃၷैԩࢺͻǍܱἻសҩНࠉࠫߦၷᤉᛡ
ЛவͯᄊૉࣳࣟҰ̵̓хࠀՊᒭරߦ᧘ག֗ᐌˊᤝරǍ

The Bloch Career Launcher
ݚಏయጓॲᇗᒦቦ
The Bloch School's Career Launcher is available to every full- or
part-time student in the Bloch School. Students will be able to get

subsidiaries or companies, or to small/medium sized businesses
across the world, working together to create innovative products
and services. A young talent must have the ability to play in this
competitive society, work in a diversified team and possess the spirit
of innovation.
Team work is very important, and in the world of 21st century
enterprise, a corporation will pay close attention to your ability to be
entrepreneurial and innovative as well as work well in diverse teams.
࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓ௧࠶࠲ߦᬓ֗ኮေߦᬓՌᏫ˞ʷᄊߦᬓἻ
ښᤰ۲ЩᒭˀՏ˄ˊᑀఀᄊߦၷ̓ᄊѹழন፥Ἳ˞͍
ˊǌऊ֗᭤ᖹѾ۲Щѹˊیᮗ̡੦Ǎˀ௧͘ᝠǌ
ᚸᤇ௧ኮေ˄ˊἻੈ࣏̓మߦၷˀ̩ЦదѹˊድᇸἻՏ
ᤇ᜶Ц˞ੇܬЛုӑᑀఀʾᮗᏨᄊ۳వጉ᠏Ǎੈ̓ሖÿTÿ
̡ی੦ፇᄊေঐǍ̰ۇᄰᄊᝈएἻߦၷԻ̿ᅌ͘ᝠǌ
ᚸ֗ኮေ˄ˊவՔጫງԧ࡙Ἳඵࣱʽѷᤰᝫጷڎᬅᝈ
֗᧙ǌڄድᇸ̿ԣѹᤵভন፥Ꮻੇ˞ѹˊیᮗᏨǍ̭
ܹᄊၷ̗֗Ҭࣃፃˀгࡍᬍښ౽ʷ˔ࠒڎἻ߲̓ښᦊ֗
ЛုᔵڊЯᄊѬஃǌՌͻ͗ͧᫎἻᤰڄՌͻСՏѹ
ᤵѹழভᄊֶ̗֗ҬǍ˷˞ڂᎪፏᄊТጇἻቤ̂ڡӝ௧
ൣܒἻదڎႍவ᭧ᄊഐঐǍڄөͻ᭤᧘᜶Ἳʷ˔ࣲᣐ
̡ॹᮌЦదᤠऄЍ໘ቤ̂ᄊᇫ֗ܳ͘ЋӑڄᄊᑟҧǍᤈ᧗
ᄊܳЋӑڄˀ̩̩௧˄ˊᅼគᄊܳЋἻ˷௧ӑᄊܳЋǍ
21 ˇጢᄊ͍ˊښરᐐ̡੦ᄊϋྲѿฌਓἻˀኮͿ௧ߦ͘ᝠ
ᄊǌᚸᄊǌኮေᄊǌࢺሮᄊǌӑߦᄊǌྭေᄊǌӞႥᄊἻ
ྲѿฌਓ̡੦ᄊѹழন፥ǌѹਓድᇸ̿ԣܳЋӑᄊፃᰎǍڂ
˞ဘښᄊቤ̂௧ʷመဗုভᄊቤ̂Ἳᤈ̏ᦐ᭤᧘᜶Ἳᭊ᜶
ˊ˄Ϳښᄊ۳ᆩʽୄथඋᣗࣹᄊܳவ᭧ᄊጉ᠏Ǎ҂తՑἻڎ
ᬅНՃښરᐐ̡੦ᄊϋἻॢ᧘ʷགἻښਓ˧ʽἻᤈ˔̡
੦҂ᤈ˔НՃԝϢ̃ἻᑟˀᑟԧͻၹἻੋˀኮͻࢺ᧗דښἻ
ࢺͻᦐ௧Лုӑᄊե᧚Ǎ

information related to career planning and job search needs. This
includes the Bloch School's ROADMAP for career planning, seminars,
networking events, job postings, internships, helpful job search web
links, and more.
࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓᄊࡃˊҬ˗ॷ᭧Քਫ਼ద࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓᄊ
ߦၷǍߦၷԻ̿ᤰស˗ॷᖍ४దТᐌˊᝠѳ֗ࢺͻᭊරᄊ
ηৌǍХ˗ӊ̀࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓ˞ߦၷଢΙᄊᐌˊᝠѳἻ
ڳἻ̡ᬅ̔ืำүἻࢺͻ͘Ἳࠄ˸͘ἻࠄၹරᐌᎪባ
ηৌǍ

UMKC Career Services Center
UMKC ጓॲᇗᒦቦ
UMKC's Career Services Center provides resources for both job
seekers and employers. Students can find resources such as career
fair information, internships, resume building and job placement. They
also offer Roo Career Network (RCN), an employment database
that offers local and national job listings.
UMKC ࡃˊҬ˗ॷՏ˞ߦၷරᐌᏨ֗રᐐӭͯଢΙᠫູǍ
ߦၷԻ̿ᖍ४దТરᐐ͘Ἳࠄ˸͘Ἳእԋ҄ͻԣХ̵வ᭧
ᄊ᧘᜶ηৌǍស˗ॷՔරᐌᏨ֗રᐐவВᠠଢΙЛᎿࢺͻࡰ
ͯःǍស˗ॷ࣋ښҷБኮေߦᬓదҩ̃ܫǍ
ՏἻUMKC ࡃˊҬ˗ॷ˞ UMKC ಣԤଢΙՊመҬἻө
ҰξஈእԋἻᐌˊកͥἻ˔̡ᐌˊ֧វ̿ԣ᭧ត۲ᝫǍ

Service Centers

ޜခዐ႐
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Bloch School begins a strategic initiative with China by signing Memorandums of
Understanding with select Chinese universities (2010)
ݚಏయಯኧᏔᎧၫჅᒦਪቅࢾ೫ᔫ۸ᆄഺǈ൳߲೫ᔓሶᒦਪᎌᐵፀፃࡼጙݛă
Undergraduate
۾ప୴Ꮉ

Executive Master of Business
Administration
ᰴጟࢺኮေᆰិܣሮ

Bachelor of Business Administration
Master of Public Administration
ࢺኮေߦិͯߦܣሮ
(emphasis areas: health services
emphasis areas: enterprise
administration, nonprofit management,
management, entrepreneurship,
urban administration)
finance, marketing
НСኮေᆰិܣሮ
᧘གᮗ۫Ὁ͍ˊኮေἻѹˊἻᚸἻ
࣊ڤᖹᩙ
Executive Master of Public
Administration
Bachelor of Science in Accounting
ᰴጟНСኮေᆰិܣሮ
͘ᝠߦិͯߦܣሮ

Graduate
ႂိ୴Ꮉ
Master of Business Administration
(emphasis areas:
entrepreneurship, finance, international
business, leading and managing people,
management, management information
systems, marketing, supply chain and
operations management)
ࢺኮေᆰិܣሮ

Doctoral
݇ိ୴Ꮉ
I.Ph.D. (Interdisciplinary Ph.D.) in Public
Affairs and Administration
НС̃Ҭ֗ኮေӰܣἷᡵߦሙӰܣἸ
ិሮ
Ph.D. in Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
ѹˊˁѹழӰិܣሮ

Master of Science in Accounting
͘ᝠߦᆰិܣሮ
Master of Entrepreneurial Real Estate
ѹˊ̗ڡᆰិܣሮ
Master of Science in Finance
ᚸᆰិܣሮ
Master of Global Entrepreneurship
and Innovation (coming in 2013)
Лုѹˊˁѹழᆰិܣሮ

Education

ბ࿋ঞᇣ
Requirement for
Estimated cost:
ॅৰހǖ
undergraduate course:
۾ప )5 ฤᒜ * ྜྷ۾ኧገཇǖ

ႂឰᠠὉ50 Ꮏ
వሙࣱߦکᠠὉ22,000 Ꮏ
ᰴ˗ඌˊǍੇߦѬགὉ2.75Ὂ
ᬶন IELTSὉ6.0 / ੬ሉ 550Ἳἷ79-80Ἰ ᆰߦکࣱܣᠠὉ28,000 Ꮏ
ၷำᠠὉ800 ᎿἷඈథἸ
ἷХʷἸ
ฌὉͥᝠ௧ښదߦݒᄊৱц
ʾἻិሮᫎ˞ʷࣲ

Basic admission
requirement for master’s
course:
ႂိల߈ྜྷ۾ኧገཇ!ǖ

1. ԪᝣԻᄊవሙߦͯԣߦԋ
2. GMAT 500 ੋ GRE
3. ੬ሉ 550Ἳἷ79-80Ἰੋᬶন 6.0
4. వሙߦѬགὉ3.0
5. GRE+GPA ੇὉ፬ՌᏦ᧚ἷMPA
ᤠၹἸ
(200* GPA) +GRE = 1550
ฌὉඈࣲરၷ 2 
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Scholarship:
ኧǖ
Chancellor's Non-resident Award (CNR)
ಣ᫂ߦݒ--᭤వߦڡၷἷእሦþCNRÿἸ
The CNR scholarship is a financial
waiver award for undergraduate and
graduate international students. It
covers the difference between resident
and non-resident educational fees
for attending UMKC, estimated at
approximately $8,870 per academic
year for undergraduate and $8,510 for
graduate students.
More Information about this scholarship:
http://www.umkc.edu/isao/cnr_faq.htm#2

వሙߦၷඌˊՑἻᄰଌԻ̿ᤉᛡʷ
ࣲᄊᆰ˸ߦܣǍߦ˸రᫎἻԻ̿҂
Ꮏڎᚸ / ͘ᝠ͍ˊࠄ˸Ǎߦूܙ
ၷࠄᬅऄၹᑟҧǍଢΙಣ᫂ ߦݒ-᭤వߦڡၷ ( እሦ þCNRÿ) CNR
ߦݒ௧᧫ࠫڎᬅߦၷᄊߦݒǍ
ᖍݒᏨښஃ̷ UMKC ߦᠠἻԻ̚
Ԫవߦڡၷॠ᥅ǍఞܳТ̆ߦݒ
ᄊηৌឰಊᄺὉhttp://www.umkc.
edu/isao/cnr_faq.htm#2
ଢ Ι ሓ ̡  ߦ ݒὉhttp://www.umkc.
edu/isao/privatescholarshiplist.htm

Residential Life

ዿ໔ิऄ
UMKC has three new state-of-the art residence halls on campus.
UMKC વదʼܫᰴඵࣱᄊߦၷಣࠗڇᒼ
t Oak Street Hall
t Herman Johnson Hall
t Oak Place Apartments
Or, students can choose to rent a house or apartment off campus or stay in a nearby home.
Տߦၷ˷Ի̿ಪᒭࣂᭊරᤥહښಣܱምੋКͱेࠒ̡ڡǍ

What Students Say

ბิߌჾ
ިప - Xu Chaoke
MBA - ಯႂိ

ዮᏐ - Yang Yuan
MSA - ્ଐኧႂိ

þI chose the Bloch School at UMKC because it has worldclass faculty and great facilities, and Kansas City is the heart of
America. People here are very nice, and life in the Midwest
is very affordable compared to the more expensive East
and West Coasts. Kansas City has an
excellent arts scene, with top museums
and many festivals and gallery openings
every month. For me, it was definitely
one of the most suitable cities in which
to live and study.ÿ
ੈᤥહ UMKC ࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓ௧ڂ
˞ݝવదˇႍʷืᄊஔ૿ڄ֗Պ
ᮊ߹ؓᄊஷǍᏫ˅܂ᖼளۢ˷ܫ
̆Ꮏڎᄊ˗ॷἻᤈ᧗ᄊ̡̓᭤Ԥ
ؓǍՏἻᄱࠫ̆ᄊˌ๒ࢀ֗
᜵๒ࢀἻᎿ˗ڎ᜵ᦊᄊၷำᔉᠠ˷
᭤ՌေǍ܂ᖼளۢ௧˗᜵ᦊᄊᓨష˨ᦐἻવదʷืᄊ
ӰྭᯞἻඈ˔థᦐదॢܳᓬெ࡙֗न࣫Ǎ߲ᄊᆸ௧Л
ˇႍతᤠՌࡐͱ֗ߦ˸ᄊۢ࣊˨ʷǍ

þMost people think that coming to
a completely strange environment
and studying in a graduate school
in a foreign country could be very
difficult. Well, not for me! Since
coming to UMKC, everybody I
met here has been so kind and
helpful. They never got tired
of explaining how to solve any
difficulties I ran into. The faculty,
staff and other students here all
come with different kinds of experience and are always
happy to share their interesting anecdotes with you. With
the amazing fall seasonal scenery, I enjoy studying on this
beautiful campus.ÿ
ੈ҂ UMKC ࣃፃː˔థ̀Ǎ̡ܸܳ͘ᝀ४Ἳښ
ʷ˔߹Лᬋၷᄊဗ˗ܒἻၹ֗̿ҒˀՏឦᝓἻᤉᛡ
ᆰܣᄊߦ˸͘ద̏ڈᬲǍ̆ੈᏫᝓἻ߹ЛదǍ
ᤈ᧗ᄊ̡ᦐ᭤Ԥؓࣳ˭̆Ұ̡Ἳ˷ॢਝਓ֗ͿѬ
̵̓̚ˀՏᄊ̡ၷፃԋ֗݉ᣋ̃ǍेͿិښ۶ʽ
᥅҂ڈᬲᄊϋἻ̵̓͘ᏭॷᄊፌͿᝍ᧖֗ૉǍ
ᤇదἻᤈ᧗ሗܹᄊఀᓤࠄܺښ৳ᓥ̀ἻښᤈನᎿˠ
ᄊಣ˸ߦ᧗ڇᝨੈਖ҂᭤̚ԪǍ

ᑌᨍ - Zhao Mi
MBA - ಯႂိ

þThe Bloch School is different in that it offers handson learning opportunities. In my marketing class, we learned to do marketing research
by going to local wine stores to collect pricing information on different brands. In my
entrepreneurship class, we teamed up with students from the law school and engineering school to turn a
business idea into a business plan, and then present it to venture capitalists for possible funding. Classes like
these are very practical, and prepare students for real world issues. As for the Bloch School professors, they
are knowledgeable and experienced. They facilitate open classroom discussions, address students concerns,
and always want to bring out the best in their students.ÿ
࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓᄊˀՏ˨߲̆ښܫଢῚॢܳࠄߦ˸͘Ǎڤ࣊ښᖹᩙិሮ˗Ἳੈ̓ᤰԝे
ڡᄊᦥዝ̲ःஆᬷˀՏֶྡᄊ͒ྲҫᦥᄊ͉ಫηৌἻߦ˸̀͵ݠᤉᛡ࣊ូڤᆑǍښѹˊߦិሮ˗Ἳ
ੈ̓֗ขߦᬓԣࢺሮߦᬓᄊߦၷʷᡑጸἻᤉᛡˊনἻ҄ͻˊᝠѳ˺ἻࣳՔ᮳ᬗઆᠫࠒᤉ
ᛡᬈᤘ̿ᖍԩԻᑟᄊᚸᠫ͘ǍϸᤈዝᄊិሮӡѬࠄၹἻࣟҰߦၷᤠऄඌˊՑᄊဘࠄˇႍǍ࣋ҷ
Бኮေߦᬓᄊஔ૿̓ᅼគຎӰἻፃᰎ˘ࠝǍិښ۶ʽἻ̵̓ᤰनஊरᝧἻਇߦၷਫ਼ਇἻࣳࣜ
ᮗߦၷˀலଢӤᒭੈǍੈ̰࣋ҷБኮေߦᬓᄊஔᐲ˗ᖍᄞᓢܳǍ
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Cooperation with Organizations and
Universities in China
Ᏼᒦਪࡼᔫ૦৩ਜ਼ࡍኧ

Bloch School of Management China

ݚಏయಯኧᏔᒦਪࠀူێ

Jiangsu Provincial Department of Education
ᔚᄵஔᐲԊ

Xiamen University Tan Kah Kee College
᯿Ԙ᫃ܸߦيउߦᬓҩ̃ܫἷԘ᫃Ἰ
ڧڡὉԘ᫃ܸߦࢷಣӝيउߦᬓἻፃኮܸഎ A ऐ
#637

Xiamen University
Ԙ᫃ܸߦ
Jimei University
ᬷᎿܸߦ
Shandong University of Finance and Economics
ࡣˌ᠉ፃܸߦ
Jiangsu University
ᔚܸߦ
East Asia International Beijing
ˌ̎ڎᬅӒ̛

East Asia International Beijing
᯿˗ڎ̎ˌڎᬅӒ̛ҩ̃ܫ
ڧڡὉӒ̛࣊యӝయӒण᭢ˌ᧗ႁ 3 Ղ
Jiangsu Provincial Department of Education
᯿˗ڎᔚᄵஔᐲԊҩ̃ܫ
ڧڡὉᔚᄵӯ̛࣊Ӓ̛᜵ 15 Ղ
Jimei University, School of Business Administration (Year
2012, Xiamen City)
᯿ᬷᎿܸߦࢺኮေߦᬓҩ̃ ܫ- Ԙ᫃࣊ᬷᎿӝ
2012 ࣲ

UMKC also has MOU agreements with Nanjing
University and Xi'an Jiaotong University.
UMKC ˷ˁӯ̛ܸߦ֗᜵߷̔ᤰܸߦኤᎸ̀Ռͻܬ
ैǍ

Cooperation with Organizations and Universities in China

ሞዐࡔࢇڦፕऐࠓࢅٷბ
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Current Cooperation Programs with Various Chinese Universities
༄Ꭷᒦਪࡍኧᔫሲ
ᐏՌᆑቃἻԧ࡙ࣳึᥐԻԩ४ߦͯߦܣᄊஔᐲᮊᄬ֗ / ੋᆑቃၷᄊஔᐲᮊᄬ
Development and delivery of educational programs in the bachelor and/or graduate levels. Mainly:
• M.S.A. (Master of Science in AccountingἸ ͘ᝠߦᆰܣἷӊᎿ ڎCPA ᏦតૉិሮἸ
• M.S.F. (Master of Science in Finance) ᚸᆰܣἷӊᎿ ڎCFA ᏦតૉិሮἸ
• M.B.A. (Master of Business Administration) ࢺኮေᆰܣ
• A.S.A.P. (America Study Abroad Program) ߦၷᆁర๒ܱѹழˁӑ̔ื۲ᝫᮊᄬ
• Master of Global Entrepreneurship and Innovation (coming 2013) ЛုѹˊᆰិܣሮἷழἸ
• CEO Entrepreneurship & Innovation Study Mission to U.S.A. ଊጊᎿˊ͍࠵˗ڎԧ࡙ˁѹழᄊ᥅ᆁᝫិሮ

2010 ฤ UMKC Ꭷ୕Ⴁဏ୴Ꮉᄦᔫࡍێኧቅޠኵۂ
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Contact us :
! ဣ் ;

• Џၷ angw@umkc.edu
• ᡏЏၷ zhajun@umkc.edu
᯿Ԙ᫃ܸߦيउߦᬓҩ̃ ( ܫԘ᫃ )
ڧڡὉԘ᫃ܸߦࢷಣӝيउߦᬓἻፃኮܸഎ
A ऐ #637
᯿˗ڎ̎ˌڎᬅӒ̛ҩ̃ ( ܫӒ̛ )
ڧڡὉӒ̛࣊యӝయӒण᭢ˌ᧗ႁ 3 Ղ
᯿˗ڎᔚᄵஔᐲԊҩ̃ܫ
ڧڡὉᔚᄵӯ̛࣊Ӓ̛᜵ 15 Ղ
ႃភἷ̩֧វᚸᆰ֗͘ܣᝠߦᆰិܣሮἸ:
010 - 6500 2163
010 - 6500 2365

"Transforming Talent for Kansas City and Beyond"

ĐዸཽݣĊᆐီஏਜ਼ఔྪႅđ
… Our Journey to Excellence

Ċ!ᄰሶᓳᏗᒄു
5100 Rockhill Road
Kansas City, MO64110

ఞܳηৌឰแ :

www.bloch.umkc.edu

